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The 3 challenges for LHC

Complete the Standard Model finding the 
Higgs boson

Goes beyond the Standard Model and give 
an answer to the problem of Dark Matter

Sail in the unknown land of the energy 
frontier



There is matter in the universe 
but it is not the same that makes 

our body

As you can 
see it is dark



The long trip back



Large  Hadron Collider 
CERN

C = 27 km
LHC



‘Il grande freddo’
1232 dipoles
M= 24 ton
L=14 m 
B=8.3 Tesla
T= 1.9 Kelvin



Detectors as big as cathedrals 

CMS



Impressive, isn’t it ? 



The (A)Intelligence task

Find that bunch of interesting tracks amongst a couple of 
hundreds with a machine that fires every 25ns and perhaps 
produces what you are looking for once an hour



The computing challenge

Record the interesting events after a dramatic 
choice (multi-layered trigger)

Calibrate the detector (on/off line)

Reconstruct the event (from Rare to Well Done)

Create the streams for different physics 
channels and make them available for analysts

Keep learning and reprocess for better quality

MonteCarlo as much as you can



The trigger challenge



The genesis of the Tiers



CERN: where LCG was born
The driving force 
behind the 
establishment of 
LCG is the need 
for most of the 
funding  
agencies: 
a) to profit of UE 
funding
b) to keep most 
the expenses at 
home
c) to form  
computing 
engineers at 
home



indeed a complex project
(management-wise)



The GRID in a nutshell



The architecture of the
LHC Grid Computing 



The system is Copernican



Computing model 



Le divisioni funzionali



Data flow



The time schedule



Testing the network ahead



tools for moving data around
is this a
parameter 
of your 
game ?



for those really interested



Uno sguardo in Italia
Indovina, 
indovinello 
dove e’ il 
Tier2 piu’ 
bello ?

? ?=LNL

Posso immaginare  link 
preferenziali CNAF-TO-
CT per Alice, CNAF-LNL-
PI-RM-BA per CMS, 
CNAF-RM-MI-NA-LNF 
per ATLAS ma non leggo 
il futuro e ci saranno 
evoluzioni. Se la rete e’ 
flessibile non vedo 
problemi



and another in Europe

My 
understanding 
is that those 
nodes shall 
never fail and 
most of the 
combination 
should be 
allowed



and further away

most of you
know this 
much better
than me



one point of view to summarize



Conclusions
Computing model of LHC experiments are 
getting close to reality

Impact on network reasonably quantified

Important details still missing 

Flexibility and evolution far to be accounted 
for (this is the worst news for network 
providers)

Past experience imprinted on physicists the 
concept that  network is transparent


